from his nose: or, according to the PS and TLC as
immediately after q.v.]

[Book 1.]

still the boiling of the cooking-pot. (Lh, M, L, T, A.)

there indicated by the mention of this phrase
changed into a hemzch. (M, TA.)

[The meaning is
so says Aboo-Bekr. (TA.)

Hence,

733).]

VQLo, lJ2c, which is used for the former word,

and VQLo, lJ2c, (S, TA;) as also VQLo, lJ2c, as
called because it is

seen above.

And land upon which have fallen rains such as are
in the saying [of a rajiz], describing horses,

in time [of a rajiz], describing horses,

and those of them that are going round, or circling,

in respect of place, or in

and inferior, i.e., lower, baser, viler, &c., than that of another, in grounds
of pretension to respect or honour [or in any approvable quality];
(Lh, T;) and hence, inferior to, under, or short of, another in rank, height,
size, &c., and less than another, and more deficient than another: (Fr, T;
and also above: i.e., q.v.; (T, K;) in highness, or
eminence, of rank or condition, or in nobility; (T;) and hence, exceeding another, and more than
another:) thus bearing two contr. significations.

And above that. (T.)

Also Beneath, below in situation, or under; syn. (=).

Using in this sense, you say,

May the cheeks of thine enemy be beneath thy foot! (T, TA;) and (=)
[He sat below him].

Thus [this man] is governor, or prince, over
what is beyond [the river] Jaykoom. (T.)

And i.q. qAd [generally signifying Before in
respect of time; but as some say, in respect of
place also, which may perhaps be here meant]:
(T-) and [the contr., namely, i.q. AAd [generally
meaning after in respect of time; but as

[When the man is high in rank, or nobility, he
seeks highness: and he who is low is content with
that which is low]. (S.)

Accord. to the most common usage, (Mbh;) or accord. to what is
asserted to be the most common usage, (Lh, M,)
one says

T, M, Mgb, K, TA;) and so

Mgb, Mab, K, TA;) and so

it

signifies + Exceeding the usual bounds in an affair; striving, or labouring, therein; or taking
pains, or extraordinary pains, therein. (T, TA;)

Don

1. Don, or, tawm. with damm, (S, T, K;) inf. n.
(See also 33; above.

And Don, or, tawm.

He wrote, composed, or drew up, the register [etc.;]

(S, T, M, TA;) and Don, or, tawm. (S, T, M, B, Z, T, K, TA;)

And Don, or, tawm.

He collected the writings. (S, T, M, K, TA;)

And Don, or, tawm.

He collected the poetry of such a one, and also Don, or, tawm.

And Don, or, tawm.

Don, or, tawm. inf. n.
(See also Perhaps both are correct,

(Lh, M,)

Or as register, (K,)
seen above.

And Don, or, tawm.

in a register. (K,)

And registered him.

(Lh, M,)

And Don, or, tawm.

He was, or became, in a state of complete
richness, wealth, or competence. (IAar, T, K;)

See also Perhaps both are correct,

(Lh, M,)

And Don, or, tawm.

in a register.

(Lh, M,)

And Don, or, tawm.

in a register.

(Lh, M,)

And Don, or, tawm.

in a register.

(Lh, M,)

And Don, or, tawm.

in a register.

(Lh, M,)

And Don, or, tawm.

in a register.

(Lh, M,)

And Don, or, tawm.

in a register.

(Lh, M,)

And Don, or, tawm.

in a register.

(Lh, M,)

And Don, or, tawm.

in a register.

(Lh, M,)

And Don, or, tawm.

in a register.

(Lh, M,) [See also Perhaps both are correct,

(Lh, M,)

And Don, or, tawm.

in a register.

(Lh, M,)

And Don, or, tawm.

in a register.

(Lh, M,)

And Don, or, tawm.

in a register.

(Lh, M,)

And Don, or, tawm.

in a register.

(Lh, M,)

And Don, or, tawm.

in a register.

(Lh, M,)

And Don, or, tawm.

in a register.

(Lh, M,)

And Don, or, tawm.

in a register.

(Lh, M,)

And Don, or, tawm.

in a register.

(Lh, M,)

And Don, or, tawm.

in a register.

(Lh, M,)

And Don, or, tawm.

in a register.

(Lh, M,)}